
DIEGO PROJECT is a financial innovation project  us

ing Defi (Decentralized Finance) token and NFT  (No

n-Fungible Token) based  on blockchain.  Through 

DIEGO PROJECT, we will achieve an  innovative tran

sformation of new finance on top of  the existing soc

ial system and share the results with  the project par

ticipants. We aim to build a strong  blockchain financ

ial ecosystem for ‘strengthening  freedom, peace an

d social solidarity’ by supporting  economic and soc

ial activities with an ethical  foundation and providin

g a platform for converting  real assets into digital val

ues. 
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As we live in a modern society, we have opportunities to enjoy various financial services provided by the  ma

rkets with equality, and we may conveniently manage the financial lives via varieties of online platforms.  How

ever, economic inequality that is hard to be seen to us continues in our societies, but being polarized of  info

rmation asymmetry that only the privileged accounts may enjoy the certain information and limited  services i

s also deepening. DIEGO PROJECT is about to create a financial platform service that is able to  break from 

the economic inequality and the information asymmetry. We want to share the DIEGO Platform,  a financial 

asset management platform based on a blockchain technology able to enjoy a better financial  infrastructure 

and manage a higher financial benefits and investment as a financial entity. 

 
DIEGO PROJECT will conjugate Defi (Decentralized Finance) services and NFT (Non-Fungible Token) based  

on blockchain to offer an innovative financial platform with the financial system that is more advanced than  t

he existing one, and we will make a big difference by suggesting a new topic in the existing financial  market

s.. Moreover, we will offer a 'Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform' that enables you to  rationally ho

ld and manage the value of assets that you have multiplied after you joined voluntarily on the  blockchain tec

hnology base and the ethical business base. Moreover, the profits based on the platform  growth will be sha

red with the DIEGO Project members as the result of the innovation and the efforts of the  members who par

ticipate. 

 
DIEGO PROJECT is a blockchain project helps us to evolve to a world that we are dreaming of altogether. In  

order to accomplish this, DIEGO PROJECT has the project core value that comes along with 'ethical  busin

ess activities'. DIEGO PROJECT will offer a "global digital financial platform" based on a blockchain  that is 

not able to be forged to provide the economic real-life benefits to DIEGO PROJECT members.  Moreover, DI

EGO PROJECT plans to expand the "cooperative partnership" with the overall business fields of  the financial 

infrastructures, to grow the DIEGO Token ecosystem, to achieve noticeable growth every year,  and to incre

ase the value of DIEGO PROJECT. 
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MARKET STATUS 



Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

We foresee that the blockchain technology market will reach USD 21 billion by the year of 2025 based on a  

market analysis report conducted by Fortune Business Insight with provides market research and consulting  

services. We also foresee the blockchain technology market will reach USD 21 billion by the year of 2025 by  

growing by more than 38% every year. 

 
The report predicts the blockchain technology market will reach USD 21.07 billion by end of 2025 from USD 

1.64 billion in 2017. We expect an average annual growth rate of 38.4%. The report unpacks that a number  

of companies worldwide will increase investment in blockchain research and development, and improving  p

ublic sector and government awareness and deregulation will gradually accelerate the growth of the  blockc

hain industry even though the global economic downturn caused by the spread of COVID-19. 

Moreover, it predicts one of the factors leading the blockchain businesses is research on products and  gro

wing interests of the governments or the authorities with permission or approval in the markets. 
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Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

The size of the global NFT markets is growing drastically. According to Statista, a global market research  fir

m, and Jeffrey Investment Bank, they expect the NFT market to grow from USD 2.4 million in 2019 to USD  

35 billion this year. As the institution foresees the market will expand to USD 80 billion by the year of 2025,  

Nike, the world's number 1 sports brand, is also moving forward rapidly. Nike finished registration of the  trad

emark for shoes and clothes used in the virtual world in November last year. It even took over a digital  com

pany of sneakers RTFKT last month. We expect that Nike to release virtual sneakers by implementing  the A

rtifact's technology. Nike announced that it would construct its own virtual world, "Nike Land," in the  global m

etaverse game which is Roblox. Under Armour and Adidas, global sports brands that released  their own 

NFT products at the end of last year have severe competitions in the NFT markets. 
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USD 80 billion 

USD 2.4 million 



Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

 The size of the Defi market continues to grow, especially in the past year, the overall deposit amount  inc

reased significantly last year, and it is used in the fields especiallyt as loans, decentralized exchange  ma

rkets, asset management, and derivative products. 

 As of March, 2021, according to Defi Pulse, the global Defi deposit amount (total value locked 3) reache

d  USD 41.8 billion, up about 75 times from USD 5.6 billion in March, 2020. 

 The Unique Active Wallets also increased from 20,000 in August, 2020 to 420,000 as of March, 2021. 

 The Defi service field has the highest loans (lending) at 47%, decentralized exchanges (DEX) are at 36%,  

and the field is diversifying into assets and derivatives gradually. 

 Loans have the typical platforms such as Maker DAO and Compound which provide loan services with 

collateral of the virtual assets, and take responsibilities of issuing stable tokens such as DAI with 

collateral for the virtual assets. 

 The decentralized exchange is a system for the entire individuals with participating by using the smart  co

ntracts to store the assets and implement the transaction carries out transactions, and offers services  su

ch as Sushi Swap and Uniswap. 

Defi Deposits in the recent 1 year [Percentages by Sectors] 

[Source : Defi Pulse] [Source : Defi Pulse] 

loan 

wallet 
asset management 

derivative product 

decentralized exchang 

1 billion dollars 
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BACKGROUND 



Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

 Service Views 

Most of the virtual asset services are in the infancy step, and even though each foundation issues the virtual assets,  bu

t there is no contents of Dapp which is available for the actual virtual assets. The reason why we have a number of  pe

ople comment the sustainability of blockchain services is that the virtual asset markets have grown too more  rapidly 

than the services, and exceeded the threshold that the service may handle. 

 
 Community Views 

The communities can be generally divided into two categories in the virtual asset markets. First, there is a  communi

ty with the speculative user center that aims at the simple profit creation. It belongs to the second  community group 

of the ardent users who take long-term goals during the real services. While the ardent  communities encounter news 

regarding the development status of the services, participate in DAO (Decentralized  Autonomous Organization), shar

e opinions, and communicate with other users, the speculative communities are  only into simple prices. During the 

process that the services are growing up, it is not able to wait for a long period. 

 
 Founder Views 

The virtual asset markets have the projects that have eliminated the existing paradigm. For instance, Uniswap that  cre

ated the concept of automation market makers (AMM), Compound that led the yield farm booming, Axie Infinity  that 

pioneered the P2E fever, and YGG that led the game guild era. In the given situation, however, the virtual asset  market 

itself changes too fast, so there are a number of concerns from the views of the founder. 

 
 Financial Views 

What supports the cryptocurrency economy stays on the level of 'acquisition of capital by using differences of 

trading prices' at this moment. In order to make the cryptocurrency function as a currency, the value exchange must  

be realized, but it does not have compatibility with the real economy, and it has the limited role. 
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Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

DIEGO PROJECT will provide the innovative financial platform which is more innovative than the existing financial  s

ystems by implementing the Defi (Decentralized Finance) tokens and NFT (Non-Fungible Token) based on the  blo

ckchains. Furthermore, it will make a big difference by suggesting a new topic into the exisiting financial markets.  M

oreover, it will provide a Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform that helps you to join the blockchain  techn

ology base and ethical business foundation to hold and operate the value of your assets rationally. 

Furthermore, the revenue based on the growth of the platform as the result of the innovations and the efforts of the  

members joining will be shared with the members of DIEGO Project. 

 
DIEGO Platform is the decentralized financial service based on the blockchain surpassing the existing financial  

platforms. DIEGO Platform users enable to use the financial services based on the blockchain holding the stron

g  security. Furthermore, they enable to use the existing and asymmetric financial services with inequality very 

fairly. .Additionally, the entire members who use the DIEGO Platform enable to receive rewards fairly as how much  

they contributed to the platform growth, and the token revenue may be created via the sales of Defi and NFT. 
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Solutions 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Providing a platform for Dapp access and contents such as NFT (digital  

items, entertainment, E-Sports), and online games 

Fair distribution of revenue based on the participation of holders at Defi  

(Art, Real Estate, Copyright Investment, etc.) 

Activating the ecosystem of token and disclosing all blockchain data  

created by the platform transparently by Providing various Dapp 

services  

Securing stability of financial values by developing a business model 

based on the real economy for the financial services and procuring 

security 



 
BUSINESS INFO. 



Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

What is DIEGO Project? 

Global Digital Financial Platform based on Blockchain, DIEGO 

DIEGO PROJECT is a financial platform project of blockchain to develop to a world we are dreaming of. Today, new,  d

ecentralized financial innovation services in all fields are being developed by us, and are generally used in fields such  

as deposits/loans, exchanges and derivatives. DIEGO PROJECT plans to provide the innovative financial platform with  

more advanced financial system than the existing ones by using Defi (Decentralized Finance) services and NFT (Non-  F

ungible Token) based on blockchain. Defi stands for decentralized finance and is known for the financial services that  

are conducted without intervention of the central institutions known as governments or banks by using the blockchain  t

echnologies. The currency which has the role of medium of Defi provides the financial services such as investment,  loa

ns, deposits, and remittances implemented by the application (DApps) programmed with the virtual asset and the  bloc

kchain technologies. There are 3 major advantages of Defi. They are the next generation of finance with the  advantages 

of high accessibility, convenience and low charges. . The main key to Defi is to replace the role of the  central institution

s interventing the finance with the blockchain technologyies. Simply, we call it an automated finance.  The entire transact

ions are composed directly of P2P among the parties, the process is simple and the fee is low based  on blockchain tec

hnology. The transaction history and personal information are protected by the distribution storage  system of the block

chain. In addition, it has a huge advantage that may be used by anyone if he/she has a smartphone,  and does not nee

d an approval to get a loan. 

DIEGO PROJECT provides a platform of NFT marketplace. It is made to evolve into a concept of the digital art which is  

unable to be forged from the existing offline-oriented art worldview. DIEGO PROJECT plans to create and provide the  

marketplace that helps to be implemented in all fields in our lives such as NFT works, governance mechanisms, culture  

and arts, entertainment, and E-Sports from digital items and collections in the NFT field to auctions. Moreover, DIEGO  

Platform plans to provide variety of Dapp services such as online games, and the services will create the virtuous cycle  

of the token ecosystem enables to use DIEGO Token as a key currency. 
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Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

DIEGO Project offers a platform of global digital finance that helps you to manage and create the revenue from  t

he digital assets in various ways by focusing on Defi services and NFT technologies. Additionally, we admit the 3  

core values as the foundation of the business for the continuous business management and the stable platform  

growth, and we engage to focus all efforts to keep and carry them out. 

DIEGO Platform enables to conduct various stable services with the faster speed by using the high scalability,  se

curity, transparency, and efficiency based on blockchain. We will expand financial services by building the  strateg

ic alliances with various financial companies based on the advantages, and we are willing to expand the  financial 

infrastructures of DIEGO Project and to build a stronger DIEGO Token ecosystem. 

Ethical Business Activities 

DIEGO PROJECT make a rule to conduct transparent and ethical 

Expanding Cooperative Partnership in the Financial 
Business Fields 

We plan to continue for increase of the value and influence of the  pl

atform with formations of active partnerships and strong financial  inf

rastructure with various corporations in the financial business  fields

. 

business activities on the basis of all services. 

 
Providing a Platform of Global Digital Finance 

We plan to provide a global financial platform enable for multi- 

converting digital assets with scalability, transparency, security,  a

nd efficiency of financial services via the blockchain-based  tech

nologies. 

1 

3 

2 
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Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

It is not available for the current cryptocurrency to replace as an alternative to the actual legal tender due to the  

big price volatility compared to the standards of the key currency when using as purchase of goods and payment  

methods. The need for tokens sustained with the value stability to resolve the risk of the unstable price  fluctuati

ons in the centralized exchanges and manage the cryptocurrency effectively of the decentralized  exchanges ge

tting increased more and more. DIEGO Token is the utility-based token that sustains the value  stability via various 

financial services provided by the DIEGO Platform. The value of DIEGO Token may have  opportunities to remain s

table via the virtuous cycle of the token economy and the ecosystems offered by the  DIEGO Platform. DIEGO To

ken is used when it is used with the DIEGO Platform service. Moreover,it is also  consumed and managed in a va

riety of ways within the ecosystems of DIEGO such as token holder rewards,  airdrop events, and project revenue 

distributions. 

DIEGO Token is the utility token based on BNB issued by the DIEGO  

foundation and takes a role of a key currency at the DIEGO Platform.  

It is available to issue a Defi financial service at the DIEGO Platform  b

y using DIEGO Token, and it is used as a method of payments for  tr

ansactions of NFT such as NFT minting and NFT trading. It is  availa

ble to be used in the service of Dapp provided by the DIEGO  Platfor

m such as online games additionally. 

 

[DIEGO Token Symbol] 

• Swapping to other virtual assets or cash via a global virtual asset exchange 

• Using DIEGO Token when it is used with Defi financial services including staking and lending 

• Paying charges and purchase prices by using DIEGO Token for NFT minting and NFT transactions 

• Paying with DIEGO Token when items are purchased at the use of the online games of DIEGO Platform 

•Use of DIEGO Token which earned with the platform activities such as Defi and online games at DIEGO  

Dapp 
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PLATFORM 



Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

DIEGO Platform is the decentralized financial service based on blockchain surpassing the existing financial  

services. DIEGO Platform users enable to use the financial services based on blockchain with strong  securi

ty, and they may use the financial services that were unequal and asymmetric fairly and transparently.  More

over, the entire members who use the DIEGO Platform may have chances to receive rewards fairly as  how 

much they contributed to platform growth. and they may create additional revenue via sales of Defi and  NFT

s. 

BNB Chain  Bl

ockchain Base 
Global Digital  

Financial  P

latform 

DIEGO TOKEN 
Expansion of  

Ecosystem 

Global Digital Financial Platform, DIEGO 
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 DIEGO Platform is the blockchain service for the decentralized finance and management of digital  

asset. 

 DIEGO Platform is the blockchain service for the decentralized finance and management of digital asset. 

 It is available for everyone to register as a member conveniently, and everyone may use all platform 

services with DIEGO Token. 

 All of the history conducted within DIEGO Platform activities is disclosed transparently via the blockchain  

system and it is not possible to be falsified according to the strong security function. 

 It is available to use various services including Defi financial services, NFT marketplaces, and online  ga

mes by using DIEGO Token at DIEGO Platform, and all services are able to create new revenue  accordi

ng to the users' participation and discretion. 



Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

The DIEGO Platform offers the decentralized Defi financial services based on blockchain. Defi  serv

ices are drawing attention as the finance of next generation due to the easy accessibility, high  conv

enience, and low fees. 

 

The core of Defi service is to replace the role of the central institutions which intervenes in the  finan

ce with blockchain technologies, and it all comes down to this, it is automated finance  according t

o the smart contracts of blockchain. 

It is easy for the service process and the fees are inexpensive based on the blockchain 

technologies of the fast transaction speed. Moreover, it is not possible for the transaction history  a

nd personal information between individuals to have forgery due to the protection of the  distribute

d storage systems. It is not necessary for us to have an approval of the central bank in  order to hav

e loans, and anyone may use the service without inequality or discrimination if he/she  has a smart

phone. 
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 DIEGO Platform offers Defi services that is a decentralized financial service based on blockchain that  re

placed financial services provided by existing financial institutions. 

 
 

 There are 'Lending, Staking' services as Defi services, and DIEGO Token Holders are able to use the 

service with DIEGO Token. 

 
 DIEGO Platform is able to provide the stable services based on blockchain technologies and security  te

chnologies, and Staking services may receive compensation (interest) based on the amount of  cryptocu

rrency entrusted initially. 

 
 It is available for us to achieve the various revenues via the diversified investments due to the variety of  i

nvestment operation methods other than simple financial services. 



Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

The main purpose of a virtual asset mortgage is to have an opportunity to create additional revenue by  man

aging the asset after borrwing the virtual asset which is up to between 50% and 80% of the pledged  asset, 

after setting the virtual asset as the collateral of your own. It is possible for you to receive interest  according 

to it if the rights of the transfer is agreed for the DIEGO Platform management for the virtual asset  secured 

by the DIEGO Token Holder. If the management is not necessary, it remains as a simple collateral.  If some

one gets a loan with the set of 70%, it will liquidated automatically as the price of the virtual asset falls  to 70

% at the price of the collateral deposit. If automatic liquidation is done, the debtor does not have the  owners

hip of the collateral any more, and the responsibility to repay the loan will be gone, and the  contractual rel

ationship between the DIEGO Platform and the debtor will be terminated automatically in this  occasion. The

refore, the risk between the DIEGO Token Holder and the DIEGO Platform is getting  noticeably lower than 

the general lending system, and the debt accident rate may also ramin very low. 

There will be no additional procedures to check the identity during the process of virtual asset mortgage.  Inf

ormation including complicated paperwork procedures and credit checks demanded by the existing  centrali

zed financial sector is not collected among loan procedures, and only minimum information including  the ty

pe of the virtual assets to be loaned, the address of the personal wallet, and the ways of contact 

(phone number or email) will be collected. 

DIEGO Token  
Holder 

Issuance of Deposit 
Certification 

DIEGO 
Supply of Virtual Asset 

User DIEGO 
Lending of Virtual Asset 

Collateral of Other 
Virtual Assets 

DIEGO Platfom 

Virtual Asset Mortgage  
Service 

Liquidity  
provider 

Liquidity  
Consumer 
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Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

It is a service that enables you to acquire interest revenue according to staking at the DIEGO Platform from  

the own virtual asset. It is not available for us to withdraw staking virtual asset during the lockup period  indic

ated previously. The period of deposit may generally be set as the standard period of 30 days, 60 days,  an

d 90 days, and users are able to check the rate of return of the deposit products selected by the individual  d

uring the period of deposit. The annual yield of return and the actual interest rate indicated by the  foundati

on may be different according to the market situations. The DIEGO Foundation provides  opportunities t

o create additional revenue safely due to aiming of the risk-aversive sales methods based on  the trading ba

ck-data accumulated for many years, and it provides opportunities to create additional  revenue safely. The 

technique is a strategy conducted by logic based on the condition performing  algorithmic sales compare

d to the quantifying conditions of the current trends, the price rise and the fall  conditions, not designing a pr

ofit model through a future forecast. The trading strategy is the sales strategy  that foresees and responds t

he market changes over time because it is part of the possibility steps aiming  calculation and collection rep

eatedly of various scenarios on the situations of the future markets. 

Example Screen of Virtual Asset Staking Service ] 

DIEGO (15%) 

Apply Apply 

청약/ 합계 (DIEGO) 

DIEGO 

 

subscription/total 

subscription/total 0.00% 
0BUSD/50,000,000DIEGO 

subscription/total 0.00%  
0USDT/50,000,000USDT 

annual annua 
l 

date of the 
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month 
date of the 
month 

annua 
l 

date of the 
month 

Total(BUSD(  20,
000,000BUSD 

complete 



Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

The DIEGO Project plans to launch the DIEGO NFT Marketplace via the second advancement development.  

DIEGO NFT Users are able to purchase and sell a variety of NFTs including K-POP digital contents, artists'  

pictures and drawings, and sports highlights at the DIEGON NFT Marketplace. It is available for NFTs to  tr

ade between sellers and consumers freely due to the connections, and it is also available for all NFT trades  

to have a payment by using DIEGO Token. The values of NFT items are getting improved continuously and  

DIEGO Token Economy will expand enormously through the process of possessing and reselling popular  

NFT works. 

[ Service Process of DIEGO NFT ] 

① DIEGO WALLET 
Creation of Account 

② DIEGO Token  
Deposit 

③ Registration of NFT Content  
Information 

④ NFT Issuance and  
Payment of Minting Fee 

⑤ DIEGO 
NFT Marketplace Registration 

⑥ NFT 
Marketplace Trading 

※ NFT Marketplace platform is on a schedule for business. 
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Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

It is available to enjoy the online casino games provided by the DIEGO Platform and create revenue. 

The P2E game stands for play to earn, and that has a structure that a user may play a game and earn  mon

ey. It provides a various casino games based on various Play to Earn method with Web 3.0 technology  at t

he DIEGO Platform. It is available for DIEGO Token Holder to enjoy casino games and earn bonuses,  and 

the bonuses will convert to game points and will be paid on the next day. The game points received  may b

e swapped to DIEGO Token at the ratio of 1:1. 
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[Example Screen of an Online Casino Game ] 

 

Online Casino Games based on Web 3.0 

 The DIEGO Platform provides online casino game services based on Web3.0 technology and blockchain systems  i

ncluding popular casino games and E-Sports from each country. 

 It is available to guarantee the reliability on the online betting markets through blockchain technologies, and it has a  

purpose of securing transparency and fairness by contributing to growth of the online game industry. 

 You may play the games by using the DIEGO points which are online chips at the DIEGO Platform. DIEGO points  

are the tokens which have the concept of online chips used at the DIEGO online games, and and they are stable  to

kens holding USD 1 always. It is available for the users who participate in the online games to bet on the games  b

y using DIEGO points. 



Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

Step.01 Mission of Quiz 

If you solve a given nonsense  
quiz, a clue to move to the  st
age of the second mission  wi
ll be given to you. 

Step.02 Mission of Game 

If you win the game by playing  
with NPC through augmented  
reality of the animation at the  
second mission stage, the  
clue to the third mission stage  
will be given to you. 
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Step.03 Final Mission 

If you are able to conduct the  
final quest, you may acquire  t
he treasure. Moreover, a mini  
game helps you to bet it with  
the acquired treasure will be  
provided to you. 

AR(Augmented Reality, Augmented Reality)AR games are the online games that realize the visual effects as  

reality by augmenting the computer graphics to the reality that human beings feel directly. There is a typical  

AR game which is Pokemon Go. 

 

The treasure hunt game has a simple way to play among all ages of men and women, and it is a P2E game  

in the form of storytelling that the detective psychology may be felt through character promotions, quests  c

hallenges, rankings, and clues of mystery when you perform given stories or missions. As soon as you  co

mplete a given mission, you may have a chance to acquire hidden treasure (DIEGO points, etc) with  sense 

of accomplishment. Moreover, it is a mining-based game based on blockchain that is able to swap  with DIE

GO Token when certain number of DIEGO Points are accumulated. The avatars and the items in the  game 

are composed of NFTs, and you may purchase them via the NFT Marketplace serviced by the DIEGO  Platfo

rm. 

 
Flow of Treasure Hunt Procedure] 

 Composition of Treasure: random box (box selection), DIEGO point, paid-avatar (NFT), paid-item (NFT),  

etc 

 Composition of Mission: solving quiz, rock-paper-scissors game, even-and-odd number game, solving  

puzzle, video viewing (advertising video), etc 

 Composition of Mini Game (Double Reward): roulette, blackjack, mini horse racing, simple arcade  gam

es including as Galaga, etc 

[Ways to Get DIEGO Points by Participate in the Game] 

1. You may swap DIEGO Token to DIEGO Point after purchasing the Token. 

2. You may acquire DIEGO points as a reward of DIEGO Platform activities including watching 

commercial videos, uploading posts (comments), and checking attendance. 

3. You can acquire it by performing missions or mini games in the treasure hunt game. 



Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

DeFi  Fina
ncial Service 

Dapp Service 

DIEGO TOKEN 

DIEGO Point 

Exchange of Virtual  
Currency 

Expansion of Financial  
Infrastructure 

④ 

④-1 

⑦ ⑤ ⑥ ① ② 

⑧ 

DIEGO 
Wallet 

Advancement of Platform 

DIEGO Platform 

③ 
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① Users subscribe to the DIEGO Platform. 

② Users open the DIEGO Wallet at the DIEGO Platform and an account will be granted to the them. 

③ Users use the Defi services via the DIEGO Token at the DIEGO Platform. 

④ Users use the Dapp services including NFT Marketplace, online games, etc by implementing DIEGO  T

oken, and receive rewards of points for the platform activities. 

⑤ The DIEGO points earned by the users will be sent to the users' DIEGO Wallets. 

⑥ Users may use the DIEGO points when the DIEGO Platform is used, and if more than a certain quantity  

of points are accumulated, you may swap it to the DIEGO Tokens. 

⑦ Users may cash out the DIEGO Tokens or other cryptocurrencies via cryptocurrency exchanges. 

⑧ The decentralized financial services of the DIEGO Platform are expanding and upgrading the 

infrastructures countinuously, and developing the DIEGO Platform. 



 
TECH. 



Blockchain-based Defi & NFT financial platform 

Data of customers, contents, and use of information of the DIEGO Platform are all stored in the  decentr

alized data. 

The meta information (classification of category, date of registration, field) of non-quantitative customer data  

with as the central figure of the human network is demanded and approved for the personal information  link

age via the back-end API and the front DAPP. 

① Smart Contract 

SMART CONTRACT (generated codes and results) is open to everyone for all transactions trading at the  DI

EGO Platform, and , smart contracts are carrying out whenever contract codes of content usage  (registrat

ion of social media content, linkage of digital item, payment, reward) are generated. It offers the 

transparent historical information of the services provided by the DIEGO Platform based on this. It is not  av

ailable to operate the information of NFT minting issued at the platform manually as soon as it is  registere

d at the blockchain, and information regarding payment processes and distributions is guaranteed  enough, 

and it may be shared with the members of the DIEGO Platform ecosystem. 

 

② Token Payment 

Anyone can easily purchase DIG Token issued by BNB Blockchain. 

 
The DIG Token issued by BNB Blockchain may be purchased by anyone easily, and all payment processes  

linked within the platform may be proceeded by DIG Token. The remittance and withdrawal methods of the  t

oken are similar to the simple payment flow, and users may verify the payment processes and the history  in

formation via the wallet. The scalability of DIEGO SERVICE is very easy to use due to not stepping on the  p

rocess of payment logic of the international unit at the purchase process of DIG Token. 

 

③ Data Encryption 

Due to the record of the registered information of blockchain at the distributed ledger through nodes, there 

is no issue of the external interruption factors (hacking, politics or centralization), and it has the advantage of  

preserving independent networks of the system itself.. Due to the availability of sharing the event logic  infor

mation through the information of transaction and the smart contract, it is available to manage the  service 

based on reliability. 
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DIEGO Platform imposed the binance smart chain (BNB CHAIN). The binance chain is optimized for the  ea

rly fast trading. However, it contained the disadvantage of less flexibility than other blockchains in the  progra

mming views, and in order to supplement this disadvantage, the binance smart chain was released.  Binanc

e Smart Chain is the new blockchain which has all the features for developing high-performance and  decent

ralized applications. It was built for compatibility for binance chains and cross chains, and users may  have 

benefits on both blockchains. Binance Smart Chain (BSC) refers best to the blockchain implementing  with b

inance chain (BC) in parallel. It is available for binance smart chains to have compatibility with smart  contrac

t and Ethereum virtual machines (EVM) unlike binance chain. The initial purpose of designing  binance sma

rt chain is to remain high throughput of binance chain wholly and to impose smart contract in  the ecosyste

m. The Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is rebranded as the name of BNB Chain after integrating  into BNB Cha

in with BNB Beacon Chain (formerly know as BC) at this moment. 

 

(1) BNB Chain PoSA 

BNB Chain achieves a ~3 second-block time via the stake proof consensus algorithm. More precisely,  part

icipants may stake their own tokens to become verifiers by using Proof of Staked Authority (PoSA). In  case 

of suggestion of valid blocks, transaction fees involved to the transaction must be paid. Nevertheless,  block 

subsidy for newly generated assets does not exist unlike many other protocols based on Ethereum. 

 

(2) BNB Multi Chain 

BNB Chain is planned to be independent of existing chains and to supplement them. The multi-structure is  

used, and users may transfer assets between blockchains at will. This helps us to use the fast trading of the  

binance chain as powerful decentralized apps are built on the binance smart chain. Users may experience  t

he broad ecosystems possessing a number of examples of utilization through the interoperability. 
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(3) Protocol of Blockchain 

A blockchain protocol is a series of rules and steps used for management of blockchains. The protocol is  u

sed for the following: We need to verify if another aspect of the BNB Chain is working properly or not. A  vari

ety of protocols for various and specified protocols is used. An application based on suitability. While  some 

protocols are open source protocols, some others are networks with permission of facility available  with pro

tocol expansion. 

 

(4) DeFi : Decentralized Financial Services 

A number of chain assets may be imposed and used with growing Defi services due to the flexibility offered 

by the Binance Smart Chain. Users may exchange the asset with the method of unnecessary reliability  thro

ugh applications including pancake swapping, staking, and liquidity pool which is related, and this is  similar 

to Uniswap. DIEGO users are able to participate in the pools and vote for a variety of proposals. 

Address…. 

Owner Address 

DIEGO 

(Data on Chain,  

URL) 

data 
Crypto to the 

owner address 

Crypto to the 

external data 

The user owns 

corresponding  
To DIEGO 

DIEGO Platform  
CONTENTS Token HOLDER 

Data assets 

the DIEGO 
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Consensus Algorithm 

The way to prove the work of BNB blockchain was implemented via proof of stake authority (or Proof of  Sta

ked Authority, PoSA). In order to become verifiers for the participants, it is available to stake binance  token 

(BNB). It is available for participants to receive fees included in the transactions when creating blocks  for se

curity reasons after they invested their own resources.   As the Binance Smart Chain is independent  and to 

supplement it, the Binance Blockchain Development Team has developed a smart chain that is able  to hav

e a contract, and that operates in parallel by using the existing blockchain platform with Ethereum's  virtual m

achine. It was implemented with consensus mechanisms that were able to reduce fast parallelism  and trans

action time with on-chain governance. Compensation of BSC is available in the form of transaction  fees only

, and the policy on the fees is determined depending on the verifier's holdings. Anther main feature  of the B

SC platform is that it has interoperability with Ethereum blockchain. 
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The identity which is a trusted DIEGO Platform service is able to be the principal agent of all services in the  

world of blockchain. It is possible for users to access the decentralized applications of all DIEGO Platforms.  

The blockchain service of the DIEGO Platform is not limited to national services, and it may be experienced  

at will. The feature of data distribution and tamper prevention of the DIEGO Platform services supports the  

best service to establish the user reliability. The influence of DIEGO Platform service identity occupies not  o

nly people who may access the legal currency, but also occupies infinite expandability via global services,  a

nd assets define trust like currency including financial status, personal information, credit records, and  soci

al relationships. 
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BLOCK Smart Contract Trustable Data  
Module 

DATA Credibility Verify  

Node 

Data Exchange Protocol 

 DIEGO Platform Info 

GENERAL IDENTITY is a unique index ID (UID) with reliability on the DIEGO Platform, each user who  previo

usly passed the KYC with unique reliability, and the UID has the following features: Information  recorded on 

the decentralized DIEGO platform is stored through on-chain networks. It supports users to  store on-chain 

behavior and credit record. It supports at the service architecture for users to exchange off  chain data and 

DIG Token. 

Defi NFT Game Funding . . . Loan 
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The DIEGO NFT Token was designed based on the BNB Chain. DIEGO NFT followed the standard API  real

ization of smart contract after realizing into BNB NFT which justified the standard interface on the  uncertaint

y token. The standard API provides the fundamental features to pursue and transmit NFT. The  standard int

erface also aids to operate with a variety of NFTs in Binance at the application layers of the  wallet and vari

ous DAPP. The NFT identifier is segregated with the ID inside the smart contract of unit 256 to  pursue the as

set which is distinguishable, and A pair of contract address and another pair of UNIT 256  TOKEN IDs beco

me unique and fully qualified identifiers worldwide. DIEGO NFT is able to authorize a  stronger digital licence 

through the NFT owner, the NFT's authorized address, the authorized operator of the  present NFT owner by 

standardizing the safe transmission feature. 
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• DIEGO TOKEN was issued as a BEP-20 criterion on the network of Binance blockchain, and it is 
 

used as a key currency within the DIEGO Platform as a total of 10 billion utility tokens issued. 

 TOKEN Distribution 

Role of TOKEN Utility 

TOKEN supply 10,000,000,000 

Symbol/ Ticker DIG 

Decimals 18 

Initial value undecided 

 Token Allocation 

글로벌 금융 

파트너십, 10% 

DeFi 보상, 20% 

국내 및 글로벌 

유통, 20% 

가상자산 

SWAP, 20% 

, 실물자산 연동 

10% 

펀딩 및 채굴
, 

10% 

및 부동산 투자 

선물, 10% 

Investment in Real  
Estate and Futures  
10% 

Funding and Mining  
10% 

Linkage of Hard Asset  
10% 

Virtual Asset  
SWAP. 20% 

Partnership of Global Fin  
ance 
10% 

Compensation  
20% 

National and Global Dist  
ribution 
20% 



 
ROADMAP 
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·DIEGO Investment Service Plan 

·Whitepaper ver1.0 Release 

·Team building 

·Platform / System Plan and Design 

·DIEGO Token Generation 

·DIEGO Token Wallet Generation 

·DIEGO Token Listing on the Primary Global Exchange 

·DIEGO Token Staking Service Release 

·Virtual Asset mortgage service by using Defi 

·NFT Plan of Investment Goods 

·DIEGO Token Listing on the Secondary Global Exchange 

·Beta Version Release of DIEGO Token Game(Dapp) 

·DIEGO Token Listing on the Tertiary Global Exchange 

·Beta Version Release of Game (Casino) Platform 

·Release of DIEGO Token Game (Dapp) ver2.0 

·Listing on the Primary National Exchange 

·Release of Game (Casino) Platform ver2.0 

·Advancement Progress of Investment Goods for NFT Platform 

·System Launching of DIEGO Token for Offline PG 

·Listing on the Secondary National Exchange 

2022Y 2Q 

2023Y 1Q 

2023Y 2Q 

2022Y 3Q~4Q 

2023Y 3Q 
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This summary information (hereinafter referred to as 'white paper') is known to provide the information on the  

models of the business and cases of efficacy tokens (hereinafter referred to as 'company') arranged by  DIE

GO. The white paper is used only for the purpose of providing information, and the information listed on  the 

white paper may be incomplete, does not have a legal binding force, and does not compose a  contractual 

relationship. 

 
Purchase of DIEGO tokens accompanies certain risks, especially risk factors related to purchasing certain  t

okens. Each reader of the paperwork offered by the company must appraise the potential values of the  cont

ents personally and make a decision whether he/she participates in the DIEGO token sale or not. The  white 

paper reflects information on the business proposed by the company, and informs clearly that it is not  a rec

ommendation of the financial investment for a better validity. 

 
Any, all information involved to the white paper may be renewed, modified or amended by the company.  Th

erefore, the integrity and the factual precision of the white paper are not guaranteed, and the information  i

s subject to change without prior notice any time. The company does not pledge, does not have an  obligati

on, or offers any notice of modification of the information listed here. The company endeavors to  guarantee 

that the information involved in the white paper is precise at the time of publication, but board  members, em

bployees, advisors, partners, or brokers ('company president') do not represent, guarantee,  express, sugge

st, accept, or will not accept any liabilities or obligations related to precision and integrity of  the oral informati

on published to the information or any individuals listed on the white paper. For better  validity, the company 

and its president clearly notify that he/she does not take any/all responsibilities on the  loss or the damage di

rectly or consequential with any form at the time of publication directly or indirectly due  to following: (i) depe

nding on any information contained in the white paper (ii) any errors, omissions or  imprecision in such infor

mation or (iii) It indicates all deeds that take place due to such information. 
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It is not given for any descriptions or assurance on any future projectioinos, forecasts, prospects, or  profita

bility contained in the white paper. The reader must not understand contents of the white paper or by  the co

mpany, on behalf of the company, or by the advisor's any other communications of the company as a  reco

mmendation of financial, legal, tax-oriented or other issues. Therefore, each reader of this white paper  must 

have a consultation for any potential participation connected to financial, legal, tax-oriented, or issues  relate

d to professional advisers of his/her own. 

 
In the specific information indicated in this paper, the statements predicting the future and the information  a

nticipating the future are included. The particular information included herein composed of statements of  th

e future prediction that it is possible to take place in the future or not as the activities, events, or the  compa

ny predicts, the service development related to DIEGO Token, development including features,  selections 

would be provided by DIEGO Token, experience, context, business strategy of the company,  statements rel

ated to purpose and aim, or appraisal of the board of directors regarding future plans based  on current int

ernal prediction, anticipation, possibility or estimation that may be inaccurate is included, but  not limited to 

this, except for the statements regarding to the historical facts. The statements of future  prediction often ap

pear as 'may', 'will', 'could', 'would', 'anticipate', 'believe', 'expect', 'intend', 'potential',  'estimate', 'budget', 'sche

duled', 'plans', 'planned', 'forecasts', 'goals', and similar expressions. The  statements of future prediction 

were recognized rational at the time of offering the information based on  many factors and estimates create

d by board of directors. 

The statements of future prediction contain other elements such as outcomes and achievements as other  a

ctual results related to the expressions or implications according to known or unknown risks, uncertainty  an

d the statements of future prediction. 
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1. Protection of Personal Information of Investors 

We comply with the Protection Act and the related laws of DIEGO (hereinafter referred to as 'company'), are 

furnished with safety devices, and protect personal information of users (members). Moreover, in case of  ac

cess and use of outer related data from executives, we perform various policies for protection of data,  intro

duce biometric information and multiple supplementation systems such as fingerprints, and protect the  data 

thoroughly. 

 

2. Distribution and Security Policy 

In order to encourage clear distributions of the DIEGO tokens, we plan to establish the policies for  mo

nitoring abnormality business and prevention of money laundering, and to improve the related systems 

by stages. 

In order to protect the holders of the DIEGO Tokens, we have designed the multiple complements on the  

internal systems, and comply with the security policies to protect the users's assets from risks of hacking. 

Moreover, we make a full preparation to ensure security via security training periodically for executives and  

employees of the company. 
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